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Abstract: In the field of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite based photovoltaics, there is a 
growing interest in the exploration of novel and smarter ways to improve the cells light 
harvesting efficiency at targeted wavelength ranges within the minimum volume possible, as 
well as in the development of colored and/or semitransparent devices that could pave the way 
both to their architectonic integration and to their use in the flowering field of tandem solar 
cells. The work herein presented targets these different goals by means of the theoretical 
optimization of the optical design of standard opaque and semitransparent perovskite solar 
cells. In order to do so, we focus on the effect of harmless, compatible and commercially 
available dielectric inclusions within the absorbing material, methylammonium lead iodide 
(MAPI). Following a gradual and systematic process of analysis, we are capable of 
identifying the appearance of collective and hybrid (both localized and extended) photonic 
resonances which allow to significantly improve light harvesting and thus the overall 
efficiency of the standard device by above 10% with respect to the reference value while 
keeping the semiconductor film thickness to a minimum. We believe our results will be 
particularly relevant in the promising field of perovskite solar cell based tandem photovoltaic 
devices, which has posed new challenges to the solar energy community in order to maximize 
the performance of semitransparent cells, but also for applications focusing on architectonic 
integration. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
OCIS codes: (350.6050) Solar energy; (220.0220) Optical design and fabrication. 
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1. Introduction 
Since the emergence of perovskite solar cells (PSC) as high efficient devices, the photovoltaic 
[1–3] field has undergone a revolution. The great capability of PSC for solar light absorption 
has given rise to devices displaying remarkable certified power-conversion efficiencies as 
high as 22.7% [4] in single junction configurations. In addition, the versatile optical designs 
and synthetic methods that might be applied to them, lend them with outstanding properties 
such as color tunability [5,6], transparency [7], or flexibility [8]. Moreover, tandem junction 
solar cells allow the improvement of the efficiency of photovoltaics by combining a semi-
transparent perovskite-based solar cell with a variety of well-established photovoltaic devices 
such as organic, silicon, and Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGS) solar cells [9]. With the aim of 
maximizing light absorption in the red part of the visible solar spectrum (at which perovskite 
films absorb less neatly), while preserving both high efficiencies and thin enough perovskite 
films (in order to minimize their lead content), several approaches employing optical design 
and previously applied to other solution processed solar cells [10–12] have been proposed. 
Examples of these concepts include the addition of 3-dimensional (3D) nanopatterned 
mesoporous titanium dioxide (TiO2) layers [13,14] at the interface between the substrate and 
the active layer, the dispersion of disordered TiO2 particles [15], integrating bifunctional 
polydimethylsiloxane film [16] or metal [17–20] nanoparticles into the mesoporous scaffold, 
or the distribution of plasmonic nanoparticles directly embedded into the perovskite film 
[21,22]. However, no systematic studies on the outcome of the solar absorption in perovskite 
cells embedding dielectric or semiconductor particles have been shown up to now. 
In this work, we present a theoretical analysis of the effect of the inclusion of arrays of 
dielectric spheres on the solar absorption of methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI) cells. We 
first consider simple schemes in which the particle arrays are located at the interface between 
a glass substrate and a MAPI film (Fig. 1(a)), while covered by a hole-transporting material, 
to identify the best performing dielectric material to maximize light collection in the MAPI 
film. Secondly, a full perovskite solar cell (Fig. 1(b)), either on an opaque or semi-transparent 
configuration, is analysed taking into account the optimum dielectric material attained in the 
simple schemes. Dielectric particle composition, shape, and size are selected among those 
experimentally available [23–26]. Also, the thicknesses of MAPI films considered are within 
the range typically employed in the field [27]. In particular, we consider SiO2, TiO2, and Si 
particles of radius r  ranging from 80 nm to 140 nm, and array periods p  spanning from 250 
to 600 nm. In general, we take a simple arrangement in which a thin MAPI film of   300h =  
nm thickness lies on top of a semi-infinite glass substrate while being coated by a hole-
transporting material. Thicker MAPI films are also considered in specific cases for 
comparison. For the complete solar cell configuration, standard material thicknesses widely 
used in literature have been employed (as indicated in Fig. 1(b)). 
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 Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of the simple system under study: a particle array is placed at the 
interface between a glass substrate and a MAPI film, having a hole-transporting material 
(HTM) as a cover. The system is illuminated by a plane wave injected from the glass substrate. 
The particle size is defined by the radius, r , and the lattice parameters by the period, p . The 
MAPI film thickness is characterized by h . (b) Scheme of the architecture of the simulated 
device: glass substrate, 500 nm of FTO layer, 10 nm of TiO2 compact layer, 100 nm of 50% 
porous TiO2 scaffold fully infiltrated by perovskite, 300 nm of perovskite capping layer with 
array particles at the bottom surface, 80 nm of spiro-OMeTAD, and 80 nm of gold contact (for 
the standard cell) or 100 nm of ITO contact (for the semi-transparent cell). 
2. Methods 
The commercial software Lumerical Solutions Inc. (v8.17.1157) [28] is used for employing 
3D Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) numerical simulations. In our simulations we 
consider a multilayer system in which each material ( j ) is characterized by a proper complex 
refractive index,  ( ) ( ) ( )j j jn n ikλ λ λ= + , with λ  being the incident wavelength. 
Specifically, in the simple film structure, we assume non absorbing materials for the substrate 
and the cover, with  ( ) 1.5gn λ =  and  ( ) 1.7sn λ =  (and 
2 2SiO TiO
0k k= = ), resembling those of 
glass and Spiro OMeTAD materials, respectively. For SiO2 and TiO2 particles we take 
 ( )2 1.45SiOn λ =  and  ( )2 2.44TiOn λ = , whereas for Si particles we make use of the internal 
materials library included in the software Lumerical Solutions. Regarding the MAPI film, we 
extract  ( )pn λ  from ref [29], considering a model dielectric function that is fitted to the 
experimental reflectance and transmittance spectra according to the Forouhi–Bloomer 
formulation [30]. The latter enables us to retrieve broadband information with just a single 
simulation. Grain boundaries and morphology of the synthesized film is strongly dictated by 
the diversity of methods to prepare MAPI thin films resulting in a wide range of compounds 
with apparently similar composition but very different electrical and optical properties. The 
selected value of  ( )pn λ  corresponds to the one for which highly performing perovskite 
devices are attained, and it that can be considered as an example of a standard in the field. 
This means that our results serve as a guide for identifying materials and range of parameters 
of the particle arrays that will yield large absorption enhancements. However, for different 
MAPI films, a full theoretical modeling considering the corresponding optical constants 
should be needed to find the optimum results. For the full cell configuration, we extract the 
complex refractive indexes of the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), TiO2 compact layer, spiro-
OMeTAD, gold, and indium tin oxide (ITO) from ref [31]. The system is illuminated by a 
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plane wave (with [400, 800]λ ∈  nm) that propagates along the z-direction injected at the glass 
substrate. Perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundaries are applied along the z -
direction, and symmetry boundary conditions along the x  and y  directions. We analyze 
particle arrays in both square and hexagonal configurations. For square arrays, the size of the 
square simulation box along x  and y  directions define the array period p , while for 
hexagonal arrays, the size along one of the directions in the xy  plane is set to be p , and the 
other one, 3·p . Results are also compared to the outcome expected from disordered 
systems. In them, a uniform random particle distribution is created. The number of particles 
( N ) per unit volume in this disordered system is set to be exactly the same as in the ordered 
system. Thus /rb bN V V= , where bV  and 
r
bV  correspond to the volume of the MAPI film in 
the ordered and in the random case, respectively. Despite periodic boundary conditions are 
applied in the random distribution system, the simulation box extensions along the x  and y  
directions (5x5 μ m2) are sufficiently large so that array effects are minimized and can be 
ignored. Finally, to achieve converged and accurate results, a uniform mesh with a maximum 
mesh step of 5 nm spans the whole simulation box. 
Following the definition in refs [21, 22], the integrated solar absorption enhancement, η , 
is given by: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
780
p400
780
Ref400
AM1.5D d
.
AM1.5D d
A
A
λ λ λ
η
λ λ λ
⋅
=
⋅

  (1) 
In the above equation, ( )pA λ  is the perovskite film absorptance with embedded particles, 
( )RefA λ  is the perovskite absorptance of the same volume deprived of particles and taken as 
a reference, and ( )AM1.5D λ  is a standard for the solar radiance spectrum on the Earth 
surface assuming only direct sunlight illumination. Note that, in the case of complete solar 
cell configurations, we consider the perovskite absorptance contributing to the photocurrent, 
i.e., the absorptance of the MAPI film in addition to the absorptance of the porous TiO2 
scaffold fully infiltrated by perovskite. The integral wavelength range in Eq. (1) is taken 
according to the reported spectral values for which external quantum efficiencies is non-zero. 
For systems containing non-absorbing SiO2 and TiO2 particles, p ( )A λ  is calculated through 
transmittance ( )  T λ  and reflectance ( )R λ  calculations as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,pA R Tλ λ λ= − −  (2) 
whereas for Si particles (with Si 0k ≠ ), perovskite and silicon absorptances are calculated 
independently using the Advanced method provided by Lumerical by taking: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )20
0
1 [ , , , ]j j j jA E x y z n k dVP
λ ωε ω ω ω=   (3) 
with 0P  being the incident power, ω  the angular frequency, and E  the normalized electric 
field vector. The integral is done over the corresponding perovskite or silicon volume, jV . 
Moreover, in the full cell configuration, partial absorptance of each independent material is 
also calculated making use of Eq. (3), and the validity of the method is further proved by 
comparing the total absorptance of the system attained through Eq. (2), and that obtained by 
the summation of all partial absorptances. 
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3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Square arrays of silica (SiO2) and titania (TiO2) particles embedded in thin MAPI 
films 
Figure 2 shows FDTD calculations, as explained in the Methods section, of the solar spectrum 
weighted integrated absorptance enhancement, η , as a function of the array period p  
(spanning from 300 to 600 nm) for different particle radius r  (ranging from 100 nm to 140 
nm in a square arrangement). Figure 2(a) corresponds to SiO2 particles, and Fig. 2(b) to TiO2 
ones. The normalized η  value of a reference MAPI film of equal thickness without any 
particle inside, is displayed as a horizontal dashed line. All values above this reference 
( 1η > ) speak of an improvement of the absorption in the MAPI film due to the incorporation 
of the particle array, while values below it ( 1η < ) represent a detriment of the optical 
absorption of the MAPI film. We find a maximum integrated absorption enhancement of 
5.5% achieved for SiO2 particles of 140r =  nm in a periodic square array of 380p =  nm. 
Remarkably, slight changes of the particle size and array period also lead to an improvement 
of η , making the system tolerant to deviations and hence suitable for experimental 
realization. In addition, for array periods 600p ≥  nm, no absorption enhancement occurs and 
the reference value is almost recovered ( 1η ≈ ). On the other hand, inclusion of TiO2 particles 
has a detrimental effect on the absorption of the MAPI film ( 1η < ). This material is the most 
commonly used as light scattering center for maximizing light absorption in dye sensitized 
solar cells [12,25], and it has been already proposed for improving light collection in PSC 
[13]. The reason for its poor performance in the case of perovskite films is the low refractive 
index contrast between the MAPI film and the TiO2, which causes light to be not efficiently 
scattered by the spheres. For the optical constants herein considered, MAPI films without 
particles inside reach maximum solar spectrum weighted integrated absorption (SSWIA) for 
thicknesses above ~ 1 mμ , as it is shown in Fig. 3(a). However, we find that the inclusion of 
particle arrays do not lead to any improvement of the solar absorption for thickness larger 
than 500 nm, as scattering effects and high diffraction order resonances do not compensate 
for the amount of MAPI material removed by the presence of the particles. As an example, 
the analysis of the effect of a square array of SiO2 particles integrated in a 500 nm thick 
MAPI film is also presented in Fig. 3(b). All spectra remain under the reference MAPI film, 
thus providing 1η < . 
In what follows, we will analyze the absorptance spectra of the systems in Fig. 2 to find 
out the origin of absorption improvements or diminishments. The absorptance spectrum of the 
optimum system found in Fig. 2(a) (i.e., SiO2 particles of 140r =  nm, and 380p =  nm (red 
colour line)) is shown in Fig. 4(a). Results for the same particle size but arranged with 
different lattice parameters are also shown in Fig. 4(a). We select 340p =  nm (blue line) and 
 410p =  nm (yellow line) as representative systems of spectra displaying distinct resonant 
features. Clear resonances are found near the wavelength at which collective effects should 
occur, i.e.,  ( ) 2 2· /jR n p l mλ λ= +  with l  and m  being integers, and  ( )jn λ  the refractive 
index of the glass substrate or the MAPI film. In particular, sharp resonances corresponding 
to the second diffraction order, i.e., ( ) ( ), 1,1l m = , taking  ( ) 2.4pn λ ≈  as the perovskite 
refractive index, are noticed at 580Rλ ≈  nm, 650Rλ ≈  nm, and 700Rλ ≈  nm for lattice 
periods of 340p =  
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 Fig. 2. (a-b) Integrated solar absorption enhancement, η , for MAPI films of 300h =  nm 
thickness, as a function of the period, p , for SiO2 (a) and TiO2 (b) particles of radius 100r =  
nm (blue), 110r =  nm (red), 120r =  nm (yellow), 130r =  nm (purple) and 140r =  nm 
(green) in square lattice arrangements. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Solar spectrum weighted integrated absorptance (SSWIA) versus MAPI film 
thickness. (b) Integrated solar absorption enhancement, η , for MAPI films of 500h =  nm 
thickness, as a function of the period, p , for SiO2 particles of radius 120r =  nm (blue), 
130r =  nm (red), 140r =  nm (yellow), 150r =  nm (purple), 160r =  nm (green) and 
170r =  nm (cyan) in square lattice arrangements. 
nm, 380p =  nm, and 410p =  nm, accordingly. In addition to these resonant effects, broader 
absorption enhancements are also found at longer wavelengths. Note that they do not 
correspond to the first diffraction order since those lay out of the spectral range here 
considered. As we will show later, analysis of the electric field distribution in Fig. 5 provides 
further insight into their physical origin. In analogy with the optimum system, the outcome of 
a film containing a random distribution of the same particle size at the same concentration of 
26%ff =  (green dash line), is shown in Fig. 4(a) together with results of a reference MAPI 
film without any particle inside (black dash line). The comparison of ordered versus 
disordered systems demonstrates that only particle arrangements yield a better performance of 
the reference MAPI film. This is important to note, since many of the optical designs for 
optimizing light absorption in other type of solution processed solar cells incorporating SiO2 
or TiO2 particles have considered a random distribution into the active layer [12, 25]. The 
case of hybrid perovskites is different, as they are already highly absorbing materials. For 
instance, it has been shown that no collective resonance can be excited when gold 
nanoparticles are directly embedded into the MAPI film, as the two absorbing materials do 
not allow the generation of a collective mode [21, 22]. 
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Figure 4(b) shows the absorptance spectra of the same 300 nm MAPI film containing SiO2 
particles of  100r =  nm (purple line), 120r =  nm (green line), and 140r =  nm (yellow line) 
radius in a square array of 410 p =  nm. As expected, the spectral location of Rλ  remains 
unaltered when the particle size is varied (although the resonance intensity increases with the 
particle radius due to light scattering), whereas the resonance at long wavelengths changes 
position not only with the array period and particle size, but also with the film thickness, 
demonstrating its strong hybrid character. It is evident that despite all the systems present 
collective and/or hybrid resonances, only those with broad and intense resonances at proper 
wavelengths (i.e.,  780λ <  nm, otherwise they do not contribute to the integrated solar 
absorptance) lead to a clear increment of the solar absorption. For large array periods 
( 450p >  nm), only third and higher diffraction orders (which are less intense) fall within the 
spectral range of study, yielding low η  values (as shown in Fig. 2(a)). 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Perovskite absorptance spectra of a reference bared MAPI film of 300h =  nm 
thickness (black dash line), and of the same film containing SiO2 particles of radius 140r =  
nm arranged in a square lattice of 340p =  nm (blue line), 380p =  nm (red line) or 
410p =  nm (yellow line). Results for a MAPI film of the same thickness and containing 
disordered particles of equal radius with a concentration of 26%ff =  (equivalent to the 
concentration of an array with 380p =  nm) are draw with a green dash line. (b) Perovskite 
absorptance spectra of a MAPI film containing SiO2 particles of radius 100r =  nm (purple 
line), 120r =  nm (green line), and 140r =  nm (yellow line) arranged in a square lattice of 
410p =  nm. 
A deeper analysis of the resonant features emerging in the absorptance spectra is 
presented in Fig. 5. Top panels show the electric field distribution ( ) 2, , ,E x y z ω  of the 
optimum system attained in Fig. 2(a) (whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(a) (red color)). At 
shortest resonant wavelengths ( 1 699λ =  nm, and 2 710λ =  nm), an extended collective mode 
is observed at the substrate interface, while the field profile at longer wavelengths ( 3 784λ =  
nm) shows a resonance emerging within the sphere and the appearance of a guided mode of 
hybrid nature (as the resonant wavelength changes with the film thickness). We would like to 
mention that sharp hybrid resonances with electric field intensities 50 times larger than those 
at Rλ , might be found for smaller particle size (results not shown here), but they do not 
contribute to η  as they emerge at 780λ >  nm, and therefore, are excluded in the integral. 
Even if they could be considered, they are too narrow spectrally as to have a real impact on 
η . Bottom panels in Fig. 5 show the corresponding absorbed power (per unit volume) 
profiles displaying the spatial distribution where maximum absorption in the MAPI film 
occurs. Hexagonal arrays of SiO2 particles embedded in thin MAPI films are also analysed in 
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Fig. 6. We find that a hexagonal pattern yields a very similar result to the square organization, 
getting a maximum η  value of around 1.05 for SiO2 particles of 140r =  nm with a lattice 
constant of 440p = . From a practical perspective, it should be considered that the typical 
SiO2 particle arrangement attained when a suspension is deposited on a flat substrate is the 
hexagonal close packing [32]. Unfortunately, this arrangement (that could correspond to array 
periods of 300p ≈  nm), does not lead to an improvement of the absorption in the MAPI film. 
This means that, with any of the two canonical configurations herein considered, absorption 
enhancement of the MAPI film could be obtained only for periods significantly larger than 
the particle diameter, which implies the use of either a patterned substrate [33] or a sacrificial 
medium [34]. 
 
Fig. 5. Top panels show the electric field distribution ( ) 2, , ,E x y z ω  of a unit cell of a 
300h =  nm thickness MAPI film containing SiO2 particles of 140r =  nm arranged in a 
square lattice of 410p =  nm at the resonant wavelengths 
1
699λ =  nm (a), 
2
710λ =  nm (b) 
and 
3
784λ =  nm (c). Bottom panels display corresponding results of the absorbed power per 
unit volume at the same wavelengths. White lines are used to guide the eye distinguishing 
amongst different materials (substrate ( 0z <  nm), cover ( 300z >  nm), MAPI film (0 nm 
300z≤ ≤  nm), and particle). 
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 Fig. 6. Integrated solar absorption enhancement, η , for MAPI films of 300h =  nm thickness, 
as a function of the period, p , for SiO2 particles of radius 110r =  nm (blue), r 120=  nm 
(red),  130r =  nm (yellow), and 140r =  nm (purple) in hexagonal lattice arrangements 
3.2 Silicon (Si) particles embedded in thin MAPI films 
We also analysed the effect of including submicrometric Si spheres [23, 24] into the MAPI 
film. Previous approaches have considered the incorporation of Si nanocrystals in solid 
matrices in both photovoltaic and light emitting devices to increase the efficiency of charge 
extraction and transport [35, 36]. Solution processed films, as it is the case of perovskites, 
should in principle allow the embedding of submicron size Si particles either randomly 
distributed or arranged in a lattice. Figure 7(a) shows η  as a function of the lattice period p  
for Si particles of radius ranging from 80 to 120 nm arranged in a square array. We find that a 
maximum value of 1.1η =  is achieved for Si particles of 100r =  nm and array period of 
320p =  nm. Figure 7(b) shows the perovskite (red line) and Si (blue line) absorptance 
spectra of the optimum system obtained in panel a. In addition, the result of a bare reference 
MAPI film (black dash line) is also outlined in panel b. In it, we can identify a second order 
diffraction resonance emerging at wavelength 546 nmRλ = , and other resonances emerging 
at  640λ =  nm, and 773λ =  nm. Interestingly, a double contribution of near field (with high 
field enhancement around the particle) and far field (related to light scattering) effects occur 
at all resonant wavelengths, similarly to what happens with metallic particles in MAPI films 
[21, 22]. However, Si absorbs light in such a way that collective modes can still be built up 
leading to sharp resonances that blur and widen when they hybridize with localized 
resonances of the particles. That effect results in broad resonances that effectively contribute 
to the MAPI absorptance at appropriate wavelengths at which maximum number of solar 
photons are captured. The latter can be seen in Fig. 8 by examining the electric field 
distribution ( ) 2, , ,E x y z ω  (top panels) and the absorbed power per unit volume (bottom 
panels) at the resonant wavelengths ( 1 546λ =  nm (a), 2 640λ =  nm (b) and 3 773λ =  nm 
(c)). Therefore, in contrast to the results attained for SiO2 and TiO2 particles, it is expected 
that random distribution of Si particles embedded in MAPI films will also lead to an 
enhancement of the solar absorption since the contributing modes are of localized nature. 
Actually, it has been recently demonstrated that the use of low-loss high-refractive-index 
silicon nanoparticles randomly distributed within the perovskite film improves the optical 
properties of organo-metallic perovskite films and metasurfaces yielding a strong 
enhancement of photoluminescence as well as useful light absorption in structured MAPI 
films [37]. Those results demonstrate that our approach can be further extended and combined 
with structured perovskite films. 
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 Fig. 7. (a) Integrated solar absorption enhancement, η , for MAPI films of 300h =  nm 
thickness as a function of the period, p , for Si particles of radius 80r =  nm (blue), 90r =  
nm (red), 100r =  nm (yellow), 110r =  nm (purple), and 120r =  nm (green) in square 
lattice arrangements. (b) Absorptance spectra of a reference MAPI film (black dash line) 
without any particle inside, and that of the optimum system attained in panel (a), i.e., a MAPI 
film containing Si particles of radius 100r =  nm arranged in an array with 300p =  nm. Red 
line corresponds to the MAPI film, and blue line to the Si absorptance. 
 
Fig. 8. Electric field distribution ( ) 2, , ,E x y z ω , top panels, of a unit cell of a 300h =  nm 
thickness MAPI film containing Si particles of 100r =  nm arranged in a square lattice of 
320p =  nm at the resonant wavelengths 
1
546λ =  nm (a), 
2
640λ =  nm (b) and 
3
773λ =  
nm (c). Bottom panels display corresponding results of the absorbed power per unit volume at 
the same wavelengths. White lines are used to guide the eye distinguishing amongst different 
materials (substrate, cover, MAPI film, and particle). 
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3.3 Silicon (Si) particles embedded in standard and semi-transparent perovskite solar 
cells 
Finally, we theoretically evaluate the effect of incorporating Si particles in standard opaque 
(with a gold contact) and semi-transparent (with an ITO contact) solar cells. We consider a 
representative configuration as described in Fig. 1(b), with a multilayer configuration. It 
consists on a semi-infinite glass substrate, followed by FTO (500 nm), a TiO2 compact layer 
(10 nm), a 50% porous TiO2 scaffold fully infiltrated with perovskite (100 nm), a perovskite 
capping layer with an array of particles at the bottom surface (300 nm), spiro-OMeTAD (80 
nm), and 80 nm of gold contact (for the standard cell) or 100 nm of ITO contact (for the semi-
transparent cell). We evaluate particle spheres of radius spanning from 80 to 140 nm, in 
lattice parameters ranging from 250 to 550 nm. Note that the optimum system might be 
slightly different to the one attained in the simple MAPI film arrangement since the 
incorporation of the 100 nm TiO2 scaffold infiltrated with perovskite might be seen as a new 
system in which the particle position along the z -direction, inside an “effective” 400 nm 
perovskite film, is modified (i.e., both the film thickness and the particle location are 
modified, which has a strong impact on the perovskite absorptance) [21]. Figure 9(a) shows 
η  as a function of p  for Si particles arranged in a square configuration inside an opaque 
solar cell. Figure 9(b) shows the same calculations for semi-transparent solar cells. For each 
cell, a different optimum configuration is obtained, as light is differently reflected back by the 
contact and thus, the optical response is strongly modified. We find that it is possible to 
enhance the integrated solar absorptance up to 3.4%  in the opaque cell with Si particles of 
100 nm radius and p 320=  nm, and up to 10 %  in a semi-transparent cell with particles of 
130 nm radius and 370p =  nm. Partial parasitic and productive absorptances of all materials 
composing the optimum system in the semi-transparent configuration are shown in Fig. 9. For 
comparison, the absorptance of a MAPI film inside a reference cell (without particles) is also 
shown. It is interesting to note that the cell containing the particle array absorbs less 
efficiently in the blue part of the visible spectrum than the reference cell, but it is highly 
compensated by the absorptance in the red part of the spectrum at which the number of solar 
photons is maximum. The localized nature of the resonances emerging in the red part of the 
spectrum as it is shown in Fig. 10, indicates that improvement of light absorption in 
perovskite films containing a random distribution of Si particles is possible. 
 
Fig. 9. (a) Integrated solar absorption enhancement, η , for an opaque solar cell (having an 80 
nm gold contact) as in the configuration described in Fig. 1(b), as a function of the period, p , 
for Si particles of radius 80r =  nm (garnet), 90r =  nm (blue), 100r =  nm (red), 110r =  
nm (yellow), 120r =  nm (purple), 130r =  nm (green) and 140r =  nm (cyan) in square 
lattice arrangements. (b) Same calculations as in panel (a) but in a semi-transparent solar cell 
(having a 100 nm ITO contact). (c) Productive absorptance spectra of a MAPI film embedding 
an optimized design of Si particles (red dashed line) of radius 130r =  nm arranged in an array 
with 370p =  nm. Partial absorptances of all materials are shown according to the colors 
indicated in the figure. For the sake of comparison, the absorptance of a MAPI film of similar 
thickness without any particle inside (black dashed line) is also shown. 
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 Fig. 10. Electric field distribution ( ) 2, , ,E x y z ω , top panels, of a unit cell of a 300h =  nm 
thickness MAPI film containing Si particles of 130r =  nm and 370p =  nm at the localized 
resonances emerging at long wavelengths 609λ =  nm (a), 686λ =  nm (b), and 763λ =  
nm (c). Bottom panels display corresponding results of the absorbed power per unit volume. 
4. Conclusions 
We have developed a deep theoretical analysis of the solar absorption enhancement of MAPI 
films in which arrays of dielectric particles are incorporated. The effect of realistic materials 
has been considered. Both opaque and semitransparent solar cell configurations have been 
analysed, light harvesting improvements being attained in both cases. We have found sets of 
parameters yielding solar absorption enhancements of around 6% and 10% with SiO2 and Si 
particles, respectively, arranged in square arrays. Conversely, TiO2 particles cannot enhance 
light harvesting in any of the tested configuration. Analysis of absorptance spectra 
demonstrates that the excitation of collective and hybrid (of both localized and propagating 
character) resonances are at the heart of the attained absorption enhancements. Contrarily to 
what happens with SiO2 particles, we have pointed out that random distribution of Si particles 
embedded in MAPI films should give rise to high solar absorption enhancements since 
localized resonances dominate the contribution. Finally, we have tested the incorporation of 
Si particle arrays in standard opaque solar cells and in semi-transparent cells, finding that it is 
possible to attain solar absorption enhancements in both cases. The improvement expected for 
semitransparent cells incorporating Si particles (around 10%) may lead to their integration in 
the flowering tandem solar cell technology. With the aim of minimizing the environmental 
impact of the use of perovskite-based solar cells, approaches considering other perovskite 
compositions have been proposed. The concepts here considered to maximize light absorption 
by embedding dielectric particles can be extended to other perovskites following the ABX3 
formula, being A an organic cation, B a metal cation, and X a halide anion. In this sense, a 
fine tuning of the particle array (concerning particle size and array period) should be analyzed 
for other halide perovskite materials, as their bandgap might be different from the one here 
considered, and the contribution of localized and collective resonances to maximize light 
absorption should be spectrally adjusted. Furthermore, new tests should be developed for all 
particle materials (TiO2, SiO2, and Si) since the refractive index contrast between the particles 
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and the perovskite films can lead to much different scattering effects, thus affecting to the 
contribution of near and far field effects. As an aside, we note that the solar cells operation 
also relies on other parameters too such as carrier transporting from absorbers to electrodes, 
ion-migration and temperature increase due to the high field enhancements attained. Despite a 
full analysis of the previous aspects should be performed, we might say that considering that 
long-ranged charge carrier diffusion has been reported in efficient MAPI films reaching up to 
65 µm in the case of single crystals and 10 µm in nanocrystalline thin films, respectively [38–
41], and that the thickness of the perovskite films we consider in this work is always below 
600 nm, there is no reason to believe that the deviation of the optical absorption (i.e., charge 
generation) profile from the canonical Lambert-Beer curve to a more complex one caused by 
the presence of particles will alter the collection efficiency of the device. Ion migration might 
be affected by the presence of dielectric particles because it implies that part of the volume 
might not be available, in principle, for charge (electronic or ionic) transport. This 
phenomenon is one of the most intriguing and debated in the field even for homogeneous 
films [42], so a deep understanding of this matter for the case of nanoparticle doped films like 
the ones we propose should be the subject of further research. We expect that the operation of 
the solar devices embedding dielectric particles that we propose here will not be affected by 
the temperature increment associated to high field enhancements, also because perovskite 
solar cells can operate efficiently within a relatively wide temperature range [43]. Finally, our 
work complements recent efforts on the analysis of the effect of metal particles that give rise 
to enhancement effects based on plasmonic resonances and offer an alternative route when 
the integration of metals is not possible. 
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